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PINEAPPLE

TRENDY BRUNCH SPOT. 3 CLOSE GIRLFRIENDS CELEBRATING
THEIR FRIEND'S BABY ON THE WAY. SALLY AND JEAN SIT AT
TABLE TOGETHER, CATCHING UP, WAITING FOR THE LADY OF
THE HOUR TO ARRIVE.

NICOLE (SALLY)
Norma! Norma! Over here! We are back here love, it's so damn
crowded.

ANJANA (JEAN)
Does she have a stroller? She isn't due for four weeks! Why
does she have a stroller?

NICOLE (SALLY)
People do that now, they simulate the baby being here in real
time by going through the actual motions as if baby were
already here. It's totally normal, I just read about it in
Cosmo.

ANJANA (JEAN)
Totally nutty if you ask me...maybe she was out buying baby
supplies prior to this?

NICOLE (SALLY)
Now Jean...we are here to celebrate her and the baby. Shhh!
Here she comes. She looks ready to pop.

Norma (Mid 30s, 8 1/2 months pregnant) makes it
through the crowd to the table.

CARRIE (NORMA)
Ladies! I am absolutely famished! You both are just the
sweetest ever to throw us this little celebration.

Norma waves her hand at the stroller as if presenting
its contents. Both Sally and Jean have a look at the
stroller.

Sally reaches towards the blanketed contents in
stroller and is shocked to unveil a pineapple
swaddled in a baby blanket.

NICOLE (SALLY)
Oops, I've messed up your groceries...they didn't have bags
at the store?

Sally, a little embarrassed, Haphazardly tucks the
pineapple back in the blanket and stroller.

Norma fussily repositions Pineapple in stroller back
to the proper swaddle technique
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CARRIE (NORMA)
I have been doing quite a bit of reading in my downtime
waiting for baby and my favorite website is the one where
they tell you how big the fetus is in terms of fruit. Baby
Alice is the size of a pineapple. Sally let the cat out of
the bag, baby girl has decided to join us today!

Sally and Jean exchange confused looks. Norma pulls
the pineapple back out of the stroller.

CARRIE (NORMA) (CONT’D)
Say hello to baby.

Norma holds pineapple up to face each lady and waves
her hand in a small gesture as if to say 'hello' to
both Sally & Jean.

CARRIE (NORMA) (CONT’D)
(in a baby voice)

Hello auntie Sally, Hello Auntie Jean. I'm so happy to
finally meet you both.

NICOLE (SALLY)
(hesitantly speaking)

Hello baby...it is so lovely to meet you too...

CARRIE (NORMA)
Oh! Did you see that? She smiled at you! She loves auntie
already.

Jean is subtly rolling eyes and looks away from the
pineapple, while signaling the waiter for a beverage.
She gets his attention and mouths the words "A mimosa
please," while pointing at her beverage.

NICOLE (SALLY)
Have you been feeling alright, Norma? Doctor's checkups going
well I hope?

Norma is gazing adoringly at the pineapple and
rocking it as if it were a baby.

CARRIE (NORMA)
We've been perfect. She's already sleeping through the night.

ANJANA (JEAN)
(raising voice a bit, but
quickly trying to regain
composure)

Norma, the pineapple thing is throwing me off. I'm concerned
the simulation, exercise, whatever this is has gone too far.
It's a little crazy, don't you agree?
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Norma has a blank stare in response to Jean's
question. Jean Looks to sally for backup.

ANJANA (JEAN) (CONT’D)
I mean Sally...do you agree? We have a pineapple at the
brunch table.

Norma is now rocking the pineapple a bit more
protectively.

CARRIE (NORMA)
Jean, please do not raise your voice at the table, it's going
to upset the baby. Now look at what you've done,

All three women stare down at the pineapple for a
moment.

CARRIE (NORMA) (CONT’D)
she can feel your negative energy. Sally- please hold her
while I get her breakfast ready.

Norma Passes the pineapple to Sally while she goes
through the baby bag for nursing materials. Sally
accepts the swaddled bundle, and begins to awkwardly
rock the pineapple to keep things peaceful at the
table. Jean shakes her head at Sally in a "Do not
encourage this" manner; Sally sheepishly shrugs her
shoulders and continues to rock the pineapple. Norma
has fastened a nursing apron around her shoulders in
preparation to breastfeed the pineapple in public.
Sally, in semi shock, drops the pineapple to the
floor, and it lands with a thud.

NICOLE (SALLY)
(Gasping)

Oh no, oh my goodness...I am so sorry, I am so so SO sorry...

CARRIE (NORMA)
(Almost in a scream)

Alice, oh my god, baby girl

Norma frantically grabs the pineapple off the
restaurant floor.

CARRIE (NORMA) (CONT’D)
(In an overly soothing voice)

Mommy has you, mommy is here. I'm here.

ANJANA (JEAN)
(very annoyed and embarrassed,
almost talking to herself
now)

(MORE)
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ANJANA (JEAN) (CONT’D)
Where's the waiter? I need a pitcher of mimosas, this one
isn't going to cut it.

CARRIE (NORMA)
(still frantic with concern)

She needs to eat. That will make everything better.

Puts pineapple under the nursing apron she's had on
through the ordeal, and begins simulating
breastfeeding with the pineapple.

ANJANA (JEAN)
(losing volume control)

Oh hell, we are going to sit here and pretend this pineapple
is a child? Are we going to keep doing that? She's nursing a
damn pineapple in public!

Sally reaches by Jean and fills her empty water glass
full of mimosa, and immediately starts drinking to
keep busy. Norma is now Patting & rocking the
pineapple as if to burp it.

CARRIE (NORMA)
Oops! We had a little burpsies, there we go. She's going to
need to have a BM and a change soon, then we will feel
better.

Norma grabs a fresh diaper and baby wipes from the
baby bag and prepares to change the pineapple's
diaper.

ANJANA (JEAN)
Please don't do that here...Isn't the restroom more
appropriate for that? We have friends that frequent this
place!

Norma defiantly wipes and changes the pineapple,
while Jean and Sally look on in disbelief. Norma then
passes the pineapple to Sally.

CARRIE (NORMA)
Hold her for me will you, I need to throw this dirty diaper
out before it starts smelling up the baby's new diaper bag.

Norma leaves the table to find a trash can for the
diaper.

The waiter arrives to the table to clear the finished
plates.

Q (WAITER)
What else can I get for you ladies?
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ANJANA (JEAN)
Can I please get your largest steak knife?

Q (WAITER)
Yes ma'am, get that right out for you.

NICOLE (SALLY)
Jean, what are you doing?

Waiter delivers knife to the table. Jean snatches the
pineapple from Sally's hold and proceeds to chop up
the pineapple with the knife. Sally looks on in
horror, but does not stop Jean, as she is a bit
scared of Jean with a knife.

Norma returns to the table. Jean is putting chunks of
the pineapple in a fresh round of mimosas for the
ladies. Jean takes a huge sip of her fresh drink,
while also eating torn chunks of the pineapple with
her hands.

ANJANA (JEAN)
Norma, aren't you allowed to have a glass of champagne in
your third trimester? I heard it's good for the baby. One
pineapple mimosa coming right up!

Jean passes out pineapple mimosas to both Sally and
Norma.

Sally puts her head in her hands to avoid the scene.

CARRIE (NORMA)
(Screaming)

What have you done Jean? Alice? Baby girl?

Norma is freaking out as she is loading the botched
remains of the pineapple into her stroller. Jean
calmly sips her pineapple mimosa.

CARRIE (NORMA) (CONT’D)
Sally! Are you going to stay here with this fucking monster?!

NICOLE (SALLY)
(Sheepishly raising her glass
towards Norma)

It just doesn't seem right to waste it.

Norma storms out of the restaurant with the remains
of the pineapple in stroller. Sally and Jean continue
to drink their pineapple mimosas.
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SMALLEST TOWN IN TEXAS

[Script Withheld at Author's Request]

WORKS EVERY DAMN TIME

ADAM (30, dressed to impress) is alone, nervously
waiting, sitting at a table.

EMILY (27, casually but well dressed, very
attractive) approaches Adam's table.

SARAH (EMILY)
Adam?

JOHN (ADAM)
Oh, you must be Emily.

Emily nods. Adam stands up and goes around the table
to help Emily sit down.

SARAH (EMILY)
Well, wow, thank you.

Adam goes back to his chair and sits down.

JOHN (ADAM)
It's nice to finally meet you. Richard keeps telling me about
you but he didn't tell me you were this beautiful!

SARAH (EMILY)
(laughing)

You're saying that because Richard is your boss, aren't you?

JOHN (ADAM)
(jokingly )

Ah ah ah, no, I was just trying to be smooth, your brother
has nothing to do with this... even though I'll be super-
fired if I mess up.

Adam and Emily laugh.

A waiter arrives at the table with a bottle of wine.
He pours a little into Adam's glass. Adam tastes the
wine then nods at the waiter who fills Emily's glass
and then Adam's.

JOHN (ADAM) (CONT’D)
(confident)

Smooth move number two: how about a bottle of '09 Chateau
Bages Bordeaux?
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SARAH (EMILY)
(amused)

Ok, now I'm sure my brother is behind this!

JOHN (ADAM)
Your brother and your Facebook profile!

Adam and Emily laugh. The waiter leaves.

SARAH (EMILY)
(flirting)

Now tell me detective McSmooth, what else did you find?

JOHN (ADAM)
(jokingly)

Let's see, here we have Emily Weber, librarian, lots of
friend from college, passion for French red wine, always
waving at someone in photos... and stunning in person.

SARAH (EMILY)
(amused)

A smooth detective indeed! Did you also find out any of my
"dirty" secrets?

JOHN (ADAM)
A librarian "dirty" secret? I'm all ears.

Adam and Emily laugh. Emily plays a little with her
glass.

SARAH (EMILY)
(amused)

Well, if you promise not to tell Richard... I was in Germany,
camping with my friends...

JOHN (ADAM)
Europe, wow, it must be beautiful...

SARAH (EMILY)
(lightly dismissive)

Yes, we go every year.
Celebrating Hitler's birthday there is way better than here
in the States. Anyway, we were drinking a bit too much...

ADAM spits wine in his glass and then freezes.

JOHN (ADAM)
Wait, what?

SARAH (EMILY)
(gleeful)

Me and my friends were drinking...
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JOHN (ADAM)
No no, sorry, you were drinking with your friends... in
Germany... for Hitler's birthday?

SARAH (EMILY)
(smiling)

Yeah, but that's not the good part!

JOHN (ADAM)
I think it's a big part!

SARAH (EMILY)
(flirting)

Oh my God, I love how old fashioned you are. I was with my
friends, I'm not one of those girls that gets drunk with
strangers...

JOHN (ADAM)
(hastily)

No no no, that's not it!
Hitler's birth...
(after a brief pause)
Emily, are you a nazi?

SARAH (EMILY)
A nazi? Pfff, what? Me? No, of course not. What is this,
1939?

Adam's eyes are fixed on Emily's face.

SARAH (EMILY) (CONT’D)
(very naturally, playing with
her hair)

I'm a neo-nazi.

Adam rotates his head away from Emily, lowering his
eyes.

JOHN (ADAM)
(whispering)

Oh God...
(shamefully mimicking the Nazi
salute)

Now I get the waving photos...

Emily stops playing with her hair and resumes playing
with her glass.

SARAH (EMILY)
(gleeful)

Anyway, where was I? Ah, yes, we were drinking and this
random guy comes to ask us something. Then out of the blue my
friend Jake, you're gonna love this...

(MORE)
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SARAH (EMILY) (CONT’D)
(after a brief pause)

stabs the guy! Blood everywhere!

Adam is petrified. Emily sips wine and then leans
towards him.

SARAH (EMILY) (CONT’D)
(whispering and flirting)

Maybe it was because of the air, or the blood, but we ended
up having a little bit of an orgy next to the dead guy.

Adam's soul has left his body.

SARAH (EMILY) (CONT’D)
(reaching Adam's hands)

Now, Adam, I really like you. What do you say we skip
dinner...

Adam retreats his hands and snaps out of his trance.

JOHN (ADAM)
No, no, no! Dinner! Dinner is good! So hungry... starving
actually!

Adam gulps down his wine then he raises his hand.

JOHN (ADAM) (CONT’D)
(with trembling voice)

Waiter!

The waiter arrives.

Q (WAITER)
Ah, Mr. Feinstein, are you ready to order?

SARAH (EMILY)
(puzzled)

Wait, Feinstein? Is your last name...

JOHN (ADAM)
(hastily)

No, nope. It's pronounced Fuh-n-stohn! It's French, so very
French!
Mmm... Très français!

Adam promptly turns to the waiter.

JOHN (ADAM) (CONT’D)
Anyway, I'll have...

Adam regains his composure.
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JOHN (ADAM) (CONT’D)
I'll have the horse tartare!

SARAH (EMILY)
(surprised)

What's that again? Horse? Are you eating horse meat?

JOHN (ADAM)
Well yes. I think it compliments very well the Bordeaux.

SARAH (EMILY)
Oh my God! A horse? How can you eat the symbol and the pride
of this country?

JOHN (ADAM)
Isn't the bald eagle the symbol of the U.S.?

Emily suddenly stands up.

SARAH (EMILY)
And I bet that you want to eat that too! You disgust me, you
psychopath!

Emily throws her wine on Adam's face and storms off
the restaurant. Adam exhales loudly in relief.

Q (WAITER)
(after a long pause)

So... horse meat again, uh?

Adam smiles at the waiter.

JOHN (ADAM)
(relieved)

Works every damn time!

EVERYBODY BUTTHURTS

Several people sit in chairs in a small
cluster/circle. Mood is somber, reserved.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
(calm, soothing, speaks in
gentle manner)

Rochelle, this is your first time here. Why don't you share?

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
(raw, as though having
recently suffered a great
trauma)

This is my daughter, Katniss.
(MORE)
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NICOLE (ROCHELLE) (CONT’D)
(holds up photo of a toddler
on her phone for everyone to
see)

Two weeks ago, she walked into the kitchen. There was a cake
on the counter for her birthday...she was going to be three
years old. My sweet baby tried to climb the drawers up to the
counter...

(progressively loses
composure)

She reached the cake plate, but she fell... ...the cake
splattered all over her so I posted a photo on Facebook and
someone called her stupid!!!!!!

She breaks down completely, sobbing.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
Thank you for sharing your butthurt, and welcome to butthurt
surivor counseling. Someone else?

All sit silent, shy, fidgety for a moment.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW) (CONT’D)
Starflower?

Starflower, a young woman with an "alternative" look,
jumps, startled. She is on edge, twitchy.

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
I’m still having nightmares about the war.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
That’s completely normal. You were in combat for four hours
with hostile conservatives on Twitter. How is everything ELSE
at work going?

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
Oh, Geico fired me.

(contemptuous)
"Inappropriate use of the internet."

JESSE (KLURTON)
Typical libtard queefburger.

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
Oh fuck you, you nazi piece of shit!

JESSE (KLURTON)
(getting in her face,
unjustified frothing rage)

I defend the white man's rights!
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SARAH (STARFLOWER)
(stands to meet him)

Threatening people when you see Spanish in a comments section
isn't defending anything!

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
Please! Calm down!

Starflower calms sits, Klurton follows suit a moment
later.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW) (CONT’D)
Klurton...have you reconciled with your brother?

JESSE (KLURTON)
Nah. Said him and his Puerto Rican wife don't never wanna see
me again.

(shrugs)
More free time to knowledge bomb the CNN comments section.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
Unicorn\_Sandwich1997, we haven't heard from you this week?

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
(college age, arty, colored
hair, crazy outfit, etc.
Emotionally withdrawn.)

My butt's hurtin' all day, yo. Trolls throwin' shade at my
Youtube channel.

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
That’s cause your mashups are shit.

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
(confronting her)

You shut up! My mashups are fire!

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997) (CONT’D)
(singing, running around the
room as if performing
onstage)

"With the lights out, it's less dangerous, cause baby you're
a firework! I feel stupid and contagious! Make em go ah ah—"

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
(fitting into his rhythm)

Ugh.

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
(mood brightening)

Oh! Me and my daughter love Katy Perry!
(talking to to everyone)

(MORE)
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NICOLE (ROCHELLE) (CONT’D)
My baby's so cute, y'all! When we get pumpkin spice lattes,
she--

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
Your daughter looks like someone barfed on a moldy lasagna.

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
(getting in his face)

That child is an angel, you son of a bitch!

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
(standing, starting to lose
calm demeanor)

Hey! All of your butts are raw gaping wounds right now! And
those butts need bandages, not spanking!

Rochelle backs off and sits. Gartholomew sits.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW) (CONT’D)
(calm again)

Unicorn...how's school going?

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
S'like, someone negs my mashups so I just make more, but Yale
said I wasn't keeping up my grades so I lost the scholarship,
had to leave.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
Do you think you were prioritizing the right things?

JESSE (KLURTON)
(to Unicorn)

I feel you, brother. When I made my "English is the offical
language of America" Pinterest board, I got a lotta hate--

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
Oh, you are a horrible man.

JESSE (KLURTON)
(stands, gets in her face,
knocking chair back, enraged
again)

You're a shitty mom! How 'bout watchin' your damn kid??? Your
friend should've called YOU stupid!

Rochelle launches out of her chair and attacks him.

Timing words/lines with punches. He holds his arms up
defensively.
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NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
That wasn't my friend! It was the guy at the tanning salon!
My real life friends don't talk to me anymore 'cause they
can't deal with how precious my Katniss is!

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
Hunger games baby names? Baaasiiic.

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
You SHUT IT!

She pushes him over in his chair. Gartholomew stands,
fed up.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
(to the whole group)

ENOUGH!!!!

Everyone stops, separates, turns to Gartholomew in
shock. Unicorn gets up.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW) (CONT’D)
I used to be just like you! I had a Tumblr page with erotic
art based on a Schindler's List-Care Bears crossover where the
characters transformed into kitchen appliances during sex! It
got nothing but hate! But I would argue with every single
detractor, for hours! I woke up one day and found my wife had
taken the kids and left, and I knew I had to stop! Butthurt
survivor counseling? Seriously??? This isn't a real thing!!!!

Confused, somewhat angry looks from everyone.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW) (CONT’D)
I started this group 'cause I thought I could do some good in
the world by showing people how ridiculous they are! Take a
break from the internet! Go for a walk! Volunteer! Get a
LIFE!!!!

All are in stunned silence for a moments self-
reflective, nodding.

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
Wow. I don't know what to say. That's...

(pause)
...the stupidest shit I have ever heard. You trivialize
someone insulting my CHILD???

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
Wait, what?

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
She's right. I thought you understood the importance of
mental health.
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SARAH (STARFLOWER)
(to Gartholomew)

People like you are why survivors are afraid to talk.

JESSE (KLURTON)
(to Gartholomew, stepping into
his personal space)

I think you need to leave, boy, afore sumn' happens to you.

ANJANA (GARTHOLOMEW)
But this is MY living room!

JESSE (KLURTON)
(pulls out a crude, homemade
knife)

'Bout to be your SHIVVIN' room.

Klurton threatens with the shiv, forcing Gartholomew
toward the front door.

JESSE (KLURTON) (CONT’D)
Go on, git.

He keeps the knife extended toward Gartholomew as
Gartholomew exits fearfully. After Gartholomew is
gone, Klurton sheathes the knife.

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
Anyone hungry? I'm buying.

JESSE (KLURTON)
I could go for barbecue.

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
No way. I'm vegan.

JOHN (UNICORN\_SANDWICH1997)
I only eat pixie sticks.

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
Well, my family avoids anything with wheat or gluten 'cause
they cause autism.

JESSE (KLURTON)
The hell kinda fruity bullshit?

SARAH (STARFLOWER)
(gets in his face))

Don't you speak to her like that!

NICOLE (ROCHELLE)
Don't defend me, you grass-eating snatchwagon!
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SARAH (STARFLOWER)
(gets in her face)

I will shit in your ears and mash it down with my foot. . .

They argue as we blackout.

HALF TIME

The Prospector enters and addresses the audience.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Well le'see here, this ol' tale happened down by little ol'
town of Melby, down by the crick? Well Melby never been much,
but townfolk love her all the same, we all come out for the
bi-bi-annual leek fair twice a year every other year, and we
all stick a thumb in boysenberry pie come September. It's
Melby tradition! Another tradition: football. Well we only
got a high school team, but nobody never ever not told dem
Melbians that, no sirrie, no sir how, not a wink, why it's
the most important thing to these people, and so poor coach,
he got the weight o'the world on his waist.

Coach, nervous, enters.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR) (CONT’D)
Well that be that seersucker coaldriver now, he's got himself
in a bit of a fish-belly barrel cause he's down thiry-six
points at the half, and ain't no Melby high Kiwi ever beat
the Riverrun Eviscerators in the twenty-five years we've had
high school in these parts.

The players: Tess, Devra, Sam, and others enter
glumly.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR) (CONT’D)
Well looks like them whippersnappers are as sad as a democrat
voting for William Jennings Bryan, and coach ain't ever been
one for making any fancy speeches, no sir, he got it in his
head that there fundamentals and practice are what's
important. Haha, Well don't be so hard on him.

Q (COACH)
Not bad everybody, we've got a long way to go, but we're
holding our own, and that's not nothing.

NICOLE (TESS)
It's hopeless coach.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Yeah, we may as well pack it in, and work in the leek fields.
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Q (COACH)
What are you talking about kids? We got those eviscerators on
the ropes! And when we play that new play we've been
practicing, we'll smoke 'em.

NICOLE (TESS)
That's only a strategy coach, how'll that help?

CARRIE (SAM)
Yeah, all we have is strategy and muscle memory-

ANJANA (DEVRA)
And teamwork-

NICOLE (TESS)
And self-respect.

Q (COACH)
When we got all that, what else do we need? Let me hear you:
Kiwis together-

NICOLE (TESS)
Coach, no. All that does is give us the skills we need, but
it doesn't give us the inspiration.

Q (COACH)
What?

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Tess's right. Our generation needs a steady supply of
positive reinforcement or we fall apart.

NICOLE (TESS)
Give us something we can believe in: empty words.

Q (COACH)
Ok, ok. You want something to believe in, believe in this:
When I look around this room, I don't see students, I don't
see a team, and I sure as hell don't see athletes. I see a
family, a family bound by sweat, and blood, and urine that
one time the van broke down and we all had that Powerade.

TEAM
It's just as good as Gatorade.

Q (COACH)
Damn right. And when you move together, play together,
scatter together, you're just about the most frightening
Kiwis I've ever done seen. Now those Eviscerators they got in
some good runs, and we helped 'em when Sam accidentally ran
in one on us. I know you have a vision problem Sam, it's
fine!

(MORE)
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Q (COACH) (CONT’D)
It's successfully making the field goal that I'm really upset
about, anyway they're gonna come in thinking they got this
wrapped up in a pretty pink bow like you give your sweetheart
at the leek festival-

TEAM
Twice a year, every other year!

Q (COACH)
Well we ain't gonna let 'em. We're gonna kick, we're gonna
scratch, and we're gonna show them what a Kiwi can do.

Team cheers.

Q (COACH) (CONT’D)
Kiwis together.

TEAM
Friends forever.

Q (COACH)
Kiwis together!

TEAM
Friends forever!

Q (COACH)
Let me hear your kiwi call!

TEAM
Kikikikikikikikikikikikikikikikiki!

Q (COACH)
Let's go.

Team runs out, cheering. Coach checks his watch.

Q (COACH) (CONT’D)
Actually we have another seven minutes in half-time bring it
back in guys, bring it back in. Keep the energy up though.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Well I'll be my father's natural born son, looks like old
Coach done learned himself a new trick. Wonder if it'll pay
off? Looks like the games ending, and what's with all the
smiling faces?

Team runs back on, excited.

NICOLE (TESS)
We beat them Coach, and it's all thanks to you.
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ANJANA (DEVRA)
Your words inspired us to victory!

CARRIE (SAM)
And to a lesser extent your plays and practice may have
helped.

Q (COACH)
I'm proud of you guys. Now let's go to the diner and get a
robust after game snack of pizza and milkshakes! And Smores,
and cheeseburgers, and twinkies, and cinnamon rolls, and
large RC Cola!

Team cheers, they all exit doing the Kiwi Cry.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Lookie there, ol' coach learned his lesson about the power of
words and the kids didn't learn anything about relying on
effort and practice, which they shouldn't. and they all lived
happily ever after. (laughs) You got me. There wouldn't be
much of a story then, no. Well relax your feet, put on a pot
of tea, and stick your hand down your pants as we join our
silly friend Coach and the Kiwis the week after.

Coach and team reenter. Coach is excited.

Q (COACH)
We are killing those Francistown Swordfaces!

CARRIE (SAM)
They deserve it, their mascot stuck the Kiwi. That stupid
raper.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Sam, that's not how you pronounce it!

NICOLE (TESS)
It's a broadsword, Sam, a broadsword.

Q (COACH)
That doesn't matter. So just keep doing what you're doing,
Sam enroll in the weekend sword terminology course at the
annex, and we're on course to those fudge covered fries at
the diner. Kiwis together!

NICOLE (TESS)
Coach, is that all?

Q (COACH)
Yes, you say the next part. Kiwis Together-

NICOLE (TESS)
Where's your speech?
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Q (COACH)
We're ahead, I don't need to give one.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
The Eviscerators were ahead last week and look what happened
to them.

NICOLE (TESS)
You're going to send us out with nothing? You must want us to
go to community college.

Q (COACH)
(trying to chant)

It's a wise fiscal choice for the first two years of post-
high school education.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Keep telling yourself that.

Q (COACH)
Kids, there's no problem here. We go out there, do what we
did in the first half, and gobble down our weight in sugar
and fat. Kiwis together!

CARRIE (SAM)
Friends For-. Nope Almost looked stupid there. Nice save Sam

NICOLE (TESS)
Coach, please, something.

Q (COACH)
Ok, fine. When I look around this room, I see a family, a
family bound by sweat, and mutual annoyance from Sam. So get
out there and move together, play together, shower together,
so scratch, kick, pass, and show them what a kiwi can do!

The team stares at him.

CARRIE (SAM)
It's basically the same as last week, but a worse version of
it.

Q (COACH)
It was off the top of my head.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
I can tell.

Team begins to exit. Tess stops and turns to Coach.

NICOLE (TESS)
I expected more from you Coach.
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Tess exits.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Oh boy, looks like trouble's on the horizon for Coach. Games
ending now, wonder how it went.

Team files in sadly. Sam stops at Coach.

CARRIE (SAM)
Sorry Coach. They stuck us. They stuck us but good.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Looks like Coach has some studying up to do, let's look at
the next week against the Corelle Baby Sparrows.

NICOLE (TESS)
Well, what ya got Coach?

Q (COACH)
Team, the Merriam-Webster dictionary defines Crucible as-

Collective groan.

NICOLE (TESS)
C minus!

Coach grabs a heavy book and reading glasses.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
And then against the Quixton Windmills:

Team looks bored.

Q (COACH)
(monotone)

With a 78% percent victory rate which when crossed with the
Field quotient from earlier-

NICOLE (TESS)
Too Boring!

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Too Boring!

Coach throws the book down and gets close to the
team.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
Then came the game against the Madison Stepford Wives

Team looks horrified.

Q (COACH)
(sincerely, intensely)

And so I blew him, right there in the warehouse. I thought I
needed the stuff, but turns out the real high is integrity.
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CARRIE (SAM)
So we're supposed to blow them?

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
And so on down the winding road of defeat. They lost to Salem
Windbags, the Yarbo Clocksmiths, the Rubyton Cocksmiths, and
The Woodlands Snootie-Patooties. Then came the game, oh that
fateful game versus the Peck Wizard-Pirates, and as usual our
boys were down.

Team is gathered together they're not expecting much.

Q (COACH)
I know you guys are down right now, and I don't have a speech
to make it better, but all I got to say is you guys belong
out there on that field. You know how I know? Because I
belong out there with my brother, and you may not believe
this but I did beat him once.

NICOLE (TESS)
What?

Q (COACH)
When we were kids. We used to race our bikes down Cherry Hill
every day after school. We raced every day and he always beat
me, but one time, one time I beat him.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
Coach, that's from the Little Giants.

CARRIE (SAM)
You know one time at Randy Cooper's swim party I did a back
flip off the high dive, and my brother chickened out.

Q (COACH)
That's the spirit Sam!

NICOLE (TESS)
Don't use Sam to shill for you!

Q (COACH)
Tell me what you want!

NICOLE (TESS)
I want you to give this your all, coach, I want you to use
what's up here.

Tess points to Coach's head. Coach swats his hand
away.

NICOLE (TESS) (CONT’D)
And in here.
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Tess points to Coach's heart.

Q (COACH)
Easy for you to say. I'm useless Tess. All I have are drills
and plans and work ethic. I can't make magic speeches.

NICOLE (TESS)
Fake it coach, the fake stuff is better than the real stuff.
You think I'm a natural born leader? No, I'm just loud and I
have a good smile, Devra has a natural aptitude towards the
violin that she wisely hid to be in the cool athletic crowd.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
It hurts, but in a good way.

CARRIE (SAM)
In real life I'm not this annoying or stupid. I knew the team
had a vacuum and someone had to fill it.

NICOLE (TESS)
And it wasn't easy to learn to hate Sam, but we did it. For
the team.

ANJANA (DEVRA)
For the team.

CARRIE (SAM)
For the team.

Q (COACH)
So it doesn't matter that what I say has no substance?

NICOLE (TESS)
We're teenagers, do you think we'd know substance if we saw
it?

Q (COACH)
Good point. Ok, kids, this is what I got.

Coach begins to mime a passionate speech, the team
basks in pride.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
And so Coach reached down inside, way down deep to the
gallbladder. And he pulled out something special. The men and
women weep when they remember, yes sir, master sir, they do.
They learned something that day about believing in bullshit,
and they carry that lesson with them. Looks like he's
wrapping up.
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Q (COACH)
And on that mountaintop, the Golden eagle stoops to the Kiwi
and the lance points forward, a compass, to the future! Kiwis
Together.

TEAM
Friends Forever.

Q (COACH)
Kiwis Together!

TEAM
Friends Forever!

Q (COACH)
Kiwis Together!

TEAM
Friends Forever!

Q (COACH)
Where's that call?!

TEAM
Kikikikikikikikikikikikikkiikikiki!

The team screams and howls as they leave.

JESSE (PROSPECTOR)
And that's how the cult began. Scarcely a man now who doesn't
believe or pay lip service to it. There's a savage beating in
it for those that dissent, and believe you me not Bob, Mary-
Sue, Lonny, or you want that coming down on your head. So
keep your head down, and keep your mouth shut. See ya'll
round again!

Blackout.

4' 33"

In darkness actors begin bringing blocks to set the
stage. They are clearly being guided by a FOREMAN who
is pointing and gesturing.

After some blocks are set everyone leaves stage.

The FOREMAN comes back on shaking her head, they did
it all wrong, she points some more and actors change
the blocks slightly.
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Two actors come on and take their sweet time hanging
something on the back wall, the whole time looking at
each other instead of the something. Their hands
touch... until one of them (#2) runs off wistfully.
#1 reaches toward #2 as he exits, before moving to
begin arranging scenic pieces.

Two actors come on and take their sweet time hanging
something on the back wall, the whole time looking at
each other instead of the something. Their hands
touch... until one of them (#2) runs off wistfully.
#1 reaches toward #2 as he exits, before moving to
begin arranging scenic pieces.

SOUND SAP pulls the microphone out.

Actor #3 enters to help #1 arrange scene pieces.
Their hands go for the phone at the same time and
touch. They look at each other. Their noses almost
touch... Then #3 rushes off. #1 reaches out wistfully
after him.

Actor #3 enters to help #1 arrange scene pieces.
Their hands go for the phone at the same time and
touch. They look at each other. Their noses almost
touch... Then #3 rushes off. #1 reaches out wistfully
after him.

SOUND SAP
Check one check two. Check one. One one.

Actor walks off.

MALE LEAD comes on and takes a power stance. A
different actor runs out and puts a cape on him. MALE
LEAD fishes some teeth out of his pocket and puts
them in his mouth.

A group of actors comes on and practices
choreography.

The scene change music finishes.

In silence now, SOUND SAP returns with a different
mic. He switches the Mics.

SOUND SAP (CONT’D)
Check one. Check Two. Check One. One One.

New scene change music begins.
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SOUND SAP (CONT’D)
(off mic)

That's better.

Uh-oh! The picture was hung upside down, actors
return to stage to fix it. Foreman is upset. As she
exits she notices a small block out of place and
rotates it. She exits.

Uh-oh! The picture was hung upside down. Actors #1
and #2 rush out to fix it. Foreman is upset. As she
exits she notices a small block out of place and
rotates it. She exits. Actors #1 and #2 lock eyes.
They begin kissing.  

WARDROBE comes out and indicates to MALE LEAD that
he's wearing the wrong pants.

They begin to change him onstage.

FOREMAN returns and rotates the block back. Exits.

FEMALE LEAD sashays onto stage and sits on a piece,
crossing her legs.

Actors file in and take their place onstage.

Actor #3 rushes on to take her place with other
actors, but notices #1 and #2 still in the heat of
passion. She runs over and has a silent furious
argument with #1, which ends in passionate kissing
between the three of them.

FOREMAN returns. Rotates the block, unrotates,
rotates it, unrotates. Gets angry and throws the
block offstage.

FEMALE LEAD fans herself with a giant fan.

ACTUAL MALE LEAD comes on, and relieves MALE LEAD of
duty. There's clearly a disagreement. MALE LEAD
dejectedly hangs his head, and begins to exit.

ACTUAL MALE LEAD indicates that he needs the cape.
MALE LEAD hands it over and glumly walks out.

STAGE MANAGER comes onstage and gestures "Is everyone
ready?"

FEMALE LEAD holds up her finger. Tries out a few
poses, chooses one, and says shes ready.

Stage Manger exits.
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The block is thrown back onto stage.

Lights up to reveal SCARLETT O'HARA in the midst of
the civil war fanning herself on a hot summer day,
with DRACULA smoking a cigarette standing by.

SCARLETT
Why Dracula, you tall drink of water, I scarcely ever see you
out on a hot summer's day.

DRACULA
That's a spicy meatball!
That's a spicy meatball!

Blackout. All actors strike everything.

LASAGNA AND MODERN TALK

In an elegant and sophisticated art gallery, many
strange pieces stand out: a worn blanket, a macaroni
picture, and a green canvas (72 x 36'') with
horizontal red brush strokes.

Kelly (50, an elegant woman wearing an evening dress)
looks at the painting while sipping champagne. The
painting she is looking at is a Under the painting a
label reads "Love - Charles Williams". Another label,
next to the first one, reads "SOLD". At the other end
of the room Charlie Williams and Steve (54, Kelly's
husband, in a very formal suit) are talking.

Kelly is absorbed into contemplation while Steve and
Charlie shake hands, both of them with a satisfied
look.

Steve approaches Kelly while Charlie (still at the
other end of the room) checks something on his phone.

ANJANA (KELLY)
(watching the painting)

I believe this is one of Williams' most daring works. That
woman is a genius!

Kelly elegantly waves at Charlie, who waves back but
apologetically points at her phone silently implying
that she has to take the call. Charlie exits the
scene. Kelly, mildly displeased, turns back to Steve
and the painting.

ANJANA (KELLY) (CONT’D)
It's provocative but at the same time it's incredibly
sophisticated...
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Q (STEVE)
(nodding)

So sophisticated...

ANJANA (KELLY)
Look at how Williams mocks the general idea of love,
depicting it as mere red strokes.

Steve continues to nod.

Patricia (42, unkempt curly brown hair, dressed with
a flannel plaid shirt and cargo pants) enters the
room. She mindlessly starts to roam looking at
nothing in particular.

ANJANA (KELLY) (CONT’D)
These strokes not only suggest that the concept of love is
not unique, but also that it is insignificant compared to the
green background, Nature.

Patricia stops behind the couple without them
noticing. She takes out her phone and devotes her
full attention to it.

ANJANA (KELLY) (CONT’D)
The interpretation is so evident if you are even barely
educated... Lucky since so many aren't!

Kelly laughs softly. Steve, who struggles keeping
track of Kelly's reasoning, starts laughing with a
little delay.

A Security Guard wanders in.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Hey uh, stand back, right? Don't want to get to close.

ANJANA (KELLY)
We bought the painting.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Still though, respectful distance.

Security Guard exits.

ANJANA (KELLY)
Now tell me darling, how much did we buy this one for?

Q (STEVE)
Forty-five thousands, my dear.
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Patricia immediately stops looking at her phone. She
rapidly gives a look at the couple, at the painting
and then at the couple again.

NICOLE (PATTY)
(with a heavy Boston accent)

So, uh, you paid forty-five grands for lasagna here?

Kelly looks at Patricia from head to toes, twice.

ANJANA (KELLY)
(a little disgusted)

Excuse me?

NICOLE (PATTY)
You bought the lasagna painting, right?

ANJANA (KELLY)
(coldly)

An unusual interpretation indeed. To whom we have the
"pleasure" to speak?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Patricia O’Reilly. Patty.

Patricia enthusiastically shakes hand with Steve.

Q (STEVE)
Steve Peterson. Nice to meet you.

Kelly gives a bad look to Steve for the shake and
pretends not to see Patricia's hand when her turn
comes.

NICOLE (PATTY)
(retreating his hand)

Anyway, ain't much interpretation here. It's, uh, green
lasagna. Mind, not regular white, green spinach lasagna!

Patricia reaches into her purse and extracts a beer
bottle. He opens it and starts drinking. Kelly is
disgusted and shocked. Steve looks at Kelly facial
expressions and mimics them.

ANJANA (KELLY)
I'm sorry, what are you doing?

NICOLE (PATTY)
(pointing at Kelly's glass)

Hey, you have booze too. Me? Not that much into champagne.

ANJANA (KELLY)
May I ask how you managed to get in here, Miss O'Reilly?
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NICOLE (PATTY)
Yeah, uh, I know a guy. She invited me. I'm here to pick her
up.

ANJANA (KELLY)
And has this "guy" a name?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Uh, yeah, it's, uh...

Patricia leans towards the painting's label to read
it.

NICOLE (PATTY) (CONT’D)
(pointing at the painting)

Charlie. Charlie Williams.

ANJANA (KELLY)
(skeptical)

Ah! You want us to believe that Charlie Williams invited you?
The Charlie Williams?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Yeah, uh, we go a long way, lady. We are both from
Dorchester. This here is, uh, my auntie green lasagna. Boy
she'd be wicked proud that you paid almost fifty grand for
this.

ANJANA (KELLY)
(sarcastic)

And Miss Williams' "love" would be your auntie's lasagna?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Sure! Spinach lasagna!

ANJANA (KELLY)
(slightly higher voice)

Listen, Miss O'Reilly, I don't know your endgame and frankly
I don't care. Right know you are just insulting our
intelligence.

Q (STEVE)
(loudly)

We are intelligent!

NICOLE (PATTY)
What are you talking about? You think this is, uh, some fancy
Picasso thing? Red is sauce, green is spinach lasagna
noodles!

ANJANA (KELLY)
(calmly)

Good God, you really think it's lasagna.
(MORE)
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ANJANA (KELLY) (CONT’D)
Oh, you poor delusional woman, you fail to see the
sophisticated hint at...

Q (STEVE)
(interrupting Kelly,
screaming)

We're sophisticated!

Kelly gives another bad look at Steve. A little
awkward silence follows.

NICOLE (PATTY)
Listen, lady, I don't wanna argue, ok? I'm here to pick up my
buddy and get her out of here.

ANJANA (KELLY)
(laughing)

Your "buddy" Charlie Williams...

CARRIE (CHARLIE, O.S.)
(with a heavy Boston accent)

Patty! Here you are, you fuckin' Irish bitch.

Charlie (now wearing jeans and a Boston Bruins hockey
jersey) enters the scene walking quickly to Patrick.

CARRIE (CHARLIE) (CONT’D)
Come here!

Charlie grabs Patrick and puts her in a headlock.
Patricia retaliates and shoves her off. Kelly's jaw
drops.

NICOLE (PATTY)
Knock it off, you dumb fuck!

CARRIE (CHARLIE)
Let's head out Patty, I'm buyin'. I sold lasagna here for
forty-five grands. Hey, thanks again Stevie-boy!

Q (STEVE)
You're very welc-

ANJANA (KELLY)
(shocked)

Miss Williams...

CARRIE (CHARLIE)
(laughing)

Miss Williams? Are you saying I'm fuckin' old or something?
It's Charlie, lady, Charlie.

Kelly is utterly shocked.
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CARRIE (CHARLIE) (CONT’D)
You ok lady?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Yeah, uh, I'll explain at the bar. Come on, move your artsy
ass, the Bruins' game starts in 20 minutes.

CARRIE (CHARLIE)
Yeah, yeah. Hey, you guys wanna come with us?

Kelly is on the verge of tears.

ANJANA (KELLY)
I... you... we... how?

CARRIE (CHARLIE)
Come on, it's chicken wings and beer. The Bruins plays the
damn Rangers tonight!

Kelly is completely inert. Charlie puts an arm on
Kelly's shoulders and begins to walk. Kelly moves
along without changing expression. Steve and Patrick
follow them.

A Dad and daughter wander on.

Q (STEVE)
Are... are we still sophisticated?

NICOLE (PATTY)
Sure buddy, wicked sophisticated.

Charlie, Kelly, Patrick and Steve exit the scene.

JOHN (DAD)
Ah yes, this part of the museum has always been a favorite of
mine. Don't these pieces speak to you in the most unique,
subconscious, almost surreal way?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Um. Sure? No.

JOHN (DAD)
Look at this one. Don't you see, Sarah, how the shades of red
here have begun to clash, even though they're in the same
color family?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Dad, It's just red-

JOHN (DAD)
Don't you think that sometimes members of a family, of
colors, don't belong together in the grand scheme of things?
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SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Do you really think that's what the artist intended?

JOHN (DAD)
Oh, certainly. It's a truth of life that (squints to see the
name of the artist) Alvarez was painfully aware of. A sad man
his whole life. A brilliant man, plagued with well-earned
depression. He killed himself, you know.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
The painter?

JOHN (DAD)
Yes, Gonzalez. I think he realized that sometimes separation
is what people really need to be happy. Don't you agree?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
I think he might have just painted a piece of paper red. Or,
hold on, why does it smell like pasta sauce?

She touches the art.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Please don't touch the artwork.

DAD moves on to the worn blanket.

JOHN (DAD)
Ah yes, I always loved this piece as well. As the threads
come apart, they become pure, and happy. Because they aren't
tangled up in one another. Because they found out that they
were not happy in their family. They were happier alone. And
all the threads are smoother as a result. Don't you think so,
Sarah?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Gosh, dad, you're really seeing a lot in this art. It's just
a worn blanket.

JOHN (DAD)
Feel it, son. Rough...smooth. Rough...smooth.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Please don't touch the artwork!

JOHN (DAD)
Sorry. Ah! (spotting the macaroni art) I've only ever seen
pictures of this picture! Do you see the face?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Oh ya, that's pretty neat actually.
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JOHN (DAD)
He's happy in his solitude. A lot of people in this world
actually prefer a life alone. Don't you think so, Sarah?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
It's definitely a girl...and she doesn't look happy at all,
dad...aren't those bedazzled jewels meant to represent tears?
Ya, I'm actually certain that this is a crying girl.

JOHN (DAD)
Never mind about the art, Sarah. It's all terrible.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
It's actually growing on me.

JOHN (DAD)
That's because you're young and easily impressed. Sarah, I
brought you here because there's something I have to tell
you. Have a seat.

Daughter sits.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Alright! Ok! That's three strikes, so...

Guard wanders off.

Daughter stands.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
What's up, dad?

JOHN (DAD)
(Very hesitant)

Sarah, sometimes separation is good.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Right, like what Marquez's painting was conveying. Is that
all?

JOHN (DAD)
Uh. No...Sarah, sometimes people are happier alone?

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
You've made that clear, dad. Is there something you're trying
to tell me?

JOHN (DAD)
(ridiculously awkward)

Yes.
(MORE)
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JOHN (DAD) (CONT’D)
Sarah, sometimes when a man and a woman love each other very
much, when they know they want to be together, just the two
of them, um, forever, uh...well then the boy puts his penis
in the woman's, well in this special woman that he loves, in
her, um, vagina, and uh, then 9 months later a baby is born.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Dad, I know what sex is.

JOHN (DAD)
Gah, that's not what I meant to say.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
What is this really about, dad?

JOHN (DAD)
Well, son, your mother and I...sometimes, separation is
good...

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
And?

JOHN (DAD)
Well, sometimes members of a family need to, um, it's better-

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Just say it dad.

JOHN (DAD)
Sarah, your mother and I decided to.. kill the dog.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
What?! Janice??

JOHN (DAD)
I didn't know how to break it to you, but...it was time.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
But she was doing fine!

JOHN (DAD)
She couldn't move, Sarah. She was, so old.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Twenty-three is only like three and a half in dog years!

JOHN (DAD)
No, it's about 150. You multiply by 7, not divide.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
That doesn't make sense.
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JOHN (DAD)
Your logic would mean that dogs live to be 700 years old,
son. Dogs don't live to be 700 years old.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
Why?

JOHN (DAD)
(ridiculously awkward)

Well, um, daughter, that is, Sarah, um sometimes when a man
and a woman love each other very much, when they know they
want to be together -

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
The sex talk is not the answer!

JOHN (DAD)
Try to understand, it was Janice's time!

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
She was happy!

JOHN (DAD)
No, she wasn't. She had no fur left. Or legs. She looked like
a giant raisin.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
You never loved her!

JOHN (DAD)
This isn't about me, it's about the dog.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
It's never about the dog!

JOHN (DAD)
How is this not about the dog? I killed the dog. I didn't
kill me, son.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
I can't believe mom let you kill Janice!

JOHN (DAD)
Well. Your mother moved out, so it was really just my
decision.

SARAH (DAUGHTER)
What?! Why??

JOHN (DAD)
(ridiculously awkward)

Well, um.
(MORE)
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JOHN (DAD) (CONT’D)
Sarah, sometimes when a man and a woman love each other very
much, when they know they want to be together, just the two
of them, um, forever, uh...well then the boy puts his penis
in the woman's, well in this special woman that he loves, in
her, um, vagina, and uh, then 9 months later a baby is born.

While the DAD gives the sex talk again, Steve and
Kelly reenter and watch intently.

ANJANA (KELLY)
So powerful.

Q (STEVE)
Truly moving. Do you think this piece is touring?

ANJANA (KELLY)
It's so real.

Woman goes to the dad and starts touching his face.
The dad continues in his frozen state of sex-talk.

JESSE (SECURITY GUARD)
Don't touch the FUCKING ARTWORK

Blackout.


